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Activists in the Middle East and beyond have in the past decade stepped up their organizing against ‘crimes of honour’ or ‘honour killings’. These killings occur throughout the region among diverse ethnic populations and are not restricted to Muslims. ‘A paradigmatic example of a crime of honour is the killing of a woman by her father or brother for engaging in, or being suspected of engaging in, sexual practices before or outside marriage’, writes Lama Abu-Odeh in a legal discussion of crimes of honour in the Arab world. Premarital relations leading to a loss of virginity, or perceptions of such relations, and extramarital affairs or other infringements of the modesty of a girl or woman thus carried a heavy price.

According to Arab customary law, immodest actions dishonoured the family, metaphorically tainting the family blood, which could only be ‘cleansed’ or redeemed by loss of life. An agnatic relative of the woman – her father, brother, father’s brother or his son (who might also be her husband in a region where cousins on the paternal side frequently married) – was charged with killing her to redeem the family honour. The spilling of blood supposedly washed away the shame or dishonour.

Women are occasionally killed by mistake (the rumoured activity never occurred) or, conversely, escaped punishment when the initial deed had been kept a secret: they were locked up, sent away, or quickly married off. Honour in the Arab world is thus a collective affair and helped define the parameters of the collective. The entire family’s honour – and here family meant those related by blood through the male line – resides in the conduct of its women.

Honour has attracted the attention of anthropologists of the Mediterranean region and Arab world for some time, giving rise to a significant body of literature on this topic. Anthropologists have noted that honour can mean many things, and the confusion is multiplied when foreign words with varying shades of meaning are reduced in English translation to the one word, ‘honour’. Moreover, words change over time, mean different things in different contexts, and vary from colloquial to literary usage. In Arabic, ‘ird (honour, good repute, dignity), sharaf (high rank, nobility, distinction, eminence, dignity, honour, glory), and karama (nobility, generosity, honour, respect) are the words most frequently used to express the concept. Yet the words have different connotations: karama implies nobility and generosity; sharaf suggests rank and social prestige, can be augmented or diminished, and should be defended by men; ‘ird, can only be lost or redeemed and is mostly connected with a woman’s body.
Anthropologists have also debated why crimes of honour occur when they do, for not all or even most infractions are punished. Some have argued that public accusations of loss of honour are crucial to setting in motion family honour crimes – the killing of a girl – and that acknowledgement in public remains crucial to the decision to kill or not to kill. Theoretically, the killing should also be public so that it is clear the family has redeemed its honour, but the disappearance of a dishonoured daughter or an ‘accidental’ death are generally understood by the community or clan to have restored the family honour and removed the ‘stain’. Men are sometimes killed for their role in dishonouring women, particularly when the man was an outsider or perceived to be socially inferior, yet women turn out to be the victims on most occasions. Honour was crucial in determining who belonged to the group – who shared honour – and who stood outside.

Historians of the Middle East are only now beginning to turn to the topic of honour. Their past reticence may be due in part to a perceived problem of sources, but sources have turned out to be more forthcoming than expected. For the early modern period, scholars have culled cases from the records of the shari’a courts, and for the modern period, we can combine police, legal, literary, oral, and periodical sources. But the hesitation to take up honour as an historical topic has not just been due to methodological problems. ‘Honour’ and other aspects of sexuality had been seen until recently as taboo topics for historians of the Middle East.

From another angle, scholars who work on nationalism have explored the making of national honour. Elsewhere I argue that Egyptian nationalists appropriated the notion of family honour, which was familiar and widespread, and elevated it to the national plane to create a sense of national honour. They accomplished this by rendering the nation (Misr) as a woman and the national community (umma) as a family in visual and literary images. They thus harnessed the passion of the idea of honour to the nationalist movement and used national honour as a rallying cry to mobilize the nation. Yet nationalists might not have accomplished this feat had it not been for developments on a parallel track – that of the state. Nationalists invoked honour because the emerging modern state had already moved the issue into the public domain, endeavouring to take over the guardianship of family honour from fathers, brothers, and (agnatic) uncles and cousins. Both efforts were an attempt to redraw communities of honour and shift loyalties to the state and/or nationalists.

This article focuses on the relationship between the state and honour, considering the evidence from Egypt over a century and a half under the Ottoman–Egyptian, British colonial, and Egyptian interwar states. Obviously, myriad actors and elites were involved in the running of the state. I will argue that contrary to what might have been expected, the groups that made up the state – and specifically those employed in its legal, medical, and policing professions – did not seek to erode the concept of honour or offer women greater protection. Rather, concerned with guarding male prerogatives, these professionals threw their weight behind customary notions of honour, strengthening, perpetuating, and at the same time transforming honour ideals and practices. State intervention took the form of promulgation of new criminal law codes, encouraging medical checks, and stepping up the counting, policing, and prosecution of crimes. As such, rape, adultery, and prostitution came under its watchful eye. A parallel process occurred elsewhere in the Middle East,
following distinct trajectories depending on the specifics of the nationalist project and the form and efficiency of the various states. Before focusing on Egypt, I will set the stage by looking at the tribal, Islamic, and Ottoman precedents for state intervention in the regulation of female sexuality. In the absence of a large body of literature, this survey is admittedly preliminary and sketchy in the hope that others will take up the call to document the history of honour, filling in the pieces.

A code of honour evolved among the tribes of pre-Islamic Arabia and was imbedded in the customary law that tribal sheikhs administered in resolving disputes in the absence of a strong state. Arab tribes followed this law where and when they could. Under customary law, a guardian essentially had the right to discipline his ward even if this meant taking his or her life. Islamic law tried to temper this, making infanticide and accusations of illicit sex that could not be substantiated liable to harsh punishment. Since rumours could damage a man’s honour, the new religion tried to cut off rumours at the root. Only when four witnesses came forward would the fixed punishment be applied – stoning in the case of a married woman and a fixed number of lashes in the case of an unmarried one – but men were also punished for illicit sex. In practice, judges could be flexible, and the harshest punishments were often avoided. The new religion and the Muslim states it gave rise to tried to shift loyalty from agnatic relatives to the religious community, from a decentralized legal system based on tribal laws to a more consistent code ordained by God, but it was not always successful. At the same time, certain Islamic practices, such as veiling, segregation, and early marriage, reinforced the honour code. Customary law persisted, sometimes conflated with Islam and at other times at odds with it. In short, various legal systems overlapped: at different moments and in diverse places, tribal, religious, or state codes dominated.

In the heyday of the Ottoman Empire – the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries – the state issued qanuns or regulations of secular criminal law and its procedure in administrative courts. As the central power of the Ottoman Empire decreased during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Ottoman criminal code was increasingly disregarded in Egypt and elsewhere. This was due in part to the increased political power of qadis (judges) and other ulama (clerics), who had opposed those aspects of the regulations that contravened shari'a (Islamic law), as well as to the desire of military authorities to have greater freedom of action locally. It also reflected the autonomy of nomadic and other tribes who fell outside the bounds of state jurisdiction.

The early modern Ottoman state sought to enforce law and order in imperial domains and sent state officers to investigate unnatural and suspicious deaths. Their reports were occasionally recorded in the records of the shari’a courts. According to Dror Ze’evi, the records of seventeenth-century Palestine show a series of accidental deaths of young women who fell into wells, slid off roofs, or were buried by stone avalanches. In one case recorded in April 1689, a father from Bayt Iksa reported to the court that his daughter Banwa ‘had been standing on the roof of his house in the village and, as God willed it, she suddenly fell. While falling, she toppled a large boulder that dropped on her head and killed her’. When the investigating
commission arrived at the village, they found the girl ‘lying lifeless’ near the father’s house; but the villagers corroborated the father’s story. That numerous accidents of this sort about women appear in the sijill, ‘certainly more so than similar cases involving men’, led Ze’evi to conclude that ‘these incidents represent attempts to avoid murder charges where questions of family honour were concerned’. Thus while a guardian could kill his ward with impunity under Arab customary law, he could not do so under Islamic law or Ottoman state regulations, and the crime had to be concealed from the authorities through village collusion.

The court records of eighteenth-century Aleppo show ‘illicit affairs, illegitimate pregnancies, seductions, the discovery of foundlings, and the confessions of women of loose morals’, writes Abraham Marcus, all of which touched on aspects of family honour. As communities were held collectively responsible for unreported criminal activity – including that of a sexual nature – for which they paid steep fines, the inhabitants felt pressured to report suspicious activity. Yet ‘when false information severely damaging to female and family honour was at stake…people sought redress from the court’. They thus occasionally came forward of their own volition. As Marcus notes: a woman filed a suit against a man who claimed to have had an affair with her; midwives attested to the virginity of an unmarried daughter; the court gave documents to girls who lost their virginity through accidents such as falls.

While such accidental loss of virginity might not have dishonoured a girl, loss through rape would have. Court records in Ottoman Egypt from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries reviewed by Amira Sonbol frame rape as cases of property rights in which the female victims or their guardians sued under Islamic law for payment of compensation and punishment. Girls were often offered the choice of marrying the rapist; when they did, the complaint was withdrawn. Although a girl might have her day in court, Sonbol concludes that rape was still very hard to prove. And while fear of rape often caused a family to limit a girl’s movements, rape in Egypt, as elsewhere, might also have been perpetrated by someone within the family circle.

The records of Islamic courts in the Turkish-speaking parts of the Ottoman Empire contain similar cases, as Leslie Peirce has shown. In the mid-sixteenth century records of the Anatolian town of Ayntab, Fatma, an unmarried pregnant woman, came before the court with the claim that she had been raped, and proceeded to identify, in turn, two men. When faced with evidence of illicit sex, the shari’a court could be flexible, Peirce concludes. She also identifies the phenomenon of ‘honour divorce’ or divorce of an adulterous wife. Under the codes promulgated by Sultan Sulayman, a man was compelled to divorce a wife accused of adultery or face a stiff fine. The practice – a ‘product of customary law’ – provided an alternative to the stoning mandated by Islamic law and gave the husband a way to redeem his honour. Peirce writes, ‘The institutionalization of adultery-divorce through its inscription in the sultan’s code implied that the honour of more than the cuckolded husband was perceived to be at stake when a woman committed adultery’.

Although it is too early to make comparisons of honour cultures in the Ottoman Empire, Turkish customary law seems to have given the husband a greater role in regulating his wife’s behaviour than Arab customary law, which favoured intercession by agnatic relatives. Yet anthropologists have also recognized that
cases of adultery can be more complicated in practice than those of illicit pre-marital sex, for they involve multiple families. Moreover, practices throughout the Arab world also varied, even within one country, with scholars noting that crimes of honour were more common in Upper Egypt (the Sa'id) than in Lower Egypt (the Delta).

The French occupation of the Ottoman province of Egypt in 1798 upset the gender order. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Jabarti chronicled the interactions of some women – voluntary and otherwise – with French soldiers. Women who mixed with the French, he claimed, 'renounced all sense of shame and self-respect, all deference to public opinion'. In an attempt to reimpose order – including gender order – on Egypt after the withdrawal of the French army, Ottoman officials sanctioned or carried out the execution of a number of women who had 'dishonoured' their men. Jabarti reports that Ottoman officials interrogated Zaynab al-Bakriyya, the daughter of a sheikh, accusing her of having 'behaved loosely with the French'; and after her father disowned her, they broke her neck. The husband of another woman who had consorted with the French received permission from the Ottoman governor to strangle her along with a female slave.

The Ottoman state sought to reimpose its control over criminal matters, issuing new penal codes (based mostly on the old codes) in 1840 and 1851. But Mehmed Ali, the Ottoman viceroy of Egypt in the wake of the French exodus who sought to carve out his own fief, preceded the Sultan in this matter and issued his own series of regulations from 1830. These regulations dealt with provincial security and the particular circumstances of Egypt and when assembled together became known as the Code of Mehmed Ali. The emerging Ottoman–Egyptian state thus sought to expand its power vis-à-vis the Ottoman state and its Egyptian subjects. It would not permit subjects to take the law into their own hands or allow murder to flourish unabated. In enforcing law and order, or attempting to, it sought to displace male members of the family in protecting and punishing their women.

This code was followed by a popular summary known as the Code of Abbas, under whose tenure (r. 1849–1854) it was published, and then in the early 1850s by the Code of Sa'id (r. 1854–1863), which was roughly the Ottoman Tanzimat of 1840 with a few modifications. With this codification, four legal systems co-existed in nineteenth-century Ottoman Egypt: Islamic law, Ottoman regulations, communal laws of religious minorities, and capitulatory law for foreign protected subjects. To these should be added customary law of nomadic and semi-nomadic populations, which continued to thrive though it was not codified or recognized.

One of the most radical transformations of nineteenth-century Egyptian society was the forced settlement, detribalization, and assimilation of large segments of the nomadic population with the co-opting of sheikhs and subsequent socio-economic differentiation. Many of the Bedouin seemingly disappeared into the settled population as their sheikhs became large landowners. By the early twentieth century, the state had settled most of the Bedouin and banned tribal law. Yet the 1897 census still listed over half a million semi-nomadic and nomadic Bedouin out of a population of over nine and a half million Ottoman subjects in Egypt (roughly five per cent of the population). And those Bedouin groupings that survived the century...
intact continued to practise tribal law at least until the First World War, in spite of the ban. In short, settlement created new obstacles to ideals of modesty and mechanisms for resolving honour disputes, and fragments of customary law continued to exist.

The new penal codes enacted by Mehmed Ali and his successors dealt with criminal behaviour, including that related to sexuality and crimes of honour. According to the Code of Mehmed Ali, if a man killed his wife and/or lover because she had committed adultery, he was free from criminal responsibility. Sa‘id’s Code addressed the kidnapping of young girls, which had not been mentioned in the earlier codes, and called for the imprisonment of criminals rather than their castration (which had been mandated in the early modern Ottoman codes, though Rudolph Peters found no evidence of it at mid-century).

There were some reversals: Mehmed Ali’s 1844 Code had deprived the qadi of the right to treat violations of honour according to the shari‘a and placed this category of crimes under the jurisdiction of state courts, which assigned either a fixed penalty of imprisonment in the citadel or hard labour in the harbour of Alexandria. Sa‘id’s Code, written earlier but published later, reversed that encroachment on the shari‘a.

For some decades after the mid-nineteenth century, both religious and state courts seemed to have jurisdiction in cases of illicit sex, the charge of which was at the heart of crimes of honour. There was, in effect, a ‘dual judiciary’ system, according to Peters, who examined mid-nineteenth-century Ottoman Egyptian court records, including those described in the codes as ‘offences against a person’s honour (hatk ‘ird) and which were often of a ‘sexual nature’. In cases of illegal defloweration, Peters found that women sued men for compensation equal to their bridewealth, often negotiating the sum in court. In one case from 1869, the court record states: ‘The parties eventually agreed on a compensation of 2,500 piasters, and the settlement was ratified by the qadi, who, in addition, sentenced the man to be flogged for his sinful behaviour’. (From 1861, flogging had been officially abolished, but some qadis felt that the law did not pertain to their courts; rapists often avoided the harsher penalty of capital punishment by pleading mistake or uncertainty or claiming to have deflowered the girl by hand.)

Peters also looked at homicide trials (many of which dealt with cases of revenge for injured honour) conducted by shari‘a courts and overseen by state authorities. Yet unless an heir (or the state in the absence of heirs) wanted to sue the culprit to exact a penalty – death in retaliation or payment of blood money – no trial would take place. And a trial for the murder of a girl who had ‘dishonoured’ her family would not likely find its way into shari‘a courts for, according to the family, justice had already been served.

By the 1870s, in any case, the days that shari‘a judges would handle criminal cases were numbered. The Egyptian Penal Code of 1875 went beyond the Ottoman Penal Code of 1858 upon which it was based (and which in turn borrowed from the French law) and omitted references to shari‘a law in criminal matters. Further, it introduced articles dealing with adultery that overrode shari‘a law. Although the courts were slow to apply the Code of 1875, a more radical transformation was on its way. A new French-inspired penal code that had been in the works for a few years was speedily adopted in 1883 after the British occupation and before the new colonial overlords could put a British imprint on it. There was apparently little
resistance to the adoption of French law in place of the shari'a at the time. The new Native Courts applied this law when hearing criminal and other cases, and the shari'a courts were restricted to matters of personal status (marriage, inheritance, divorce, and so on).

The state continued to issue legislation pertaining to family honour. The new penal code, which was revised in 1904, was much more lenient in theory in cases of adultery than shari'a or tribal law (though in practice both of the latter could be flexible). In cases of adultery, a wife faced two years imprisonment; a husband faced six months only if he committed the act in the marital home. (Since he was permitted up to four wives anyway, he was free to conduct extra-marital liaisons outside the marital home.) The Native Courts frequently heard cases of adultery, and more than a few made it to the court of appeals. Foreign judges sat on these courts side-by-side with such turn-of-the-century notables as Qasim Amin and Sa'd Zaghlul. In one hearing in Shibin in 1901, the court reiterated: ‘The prosecution of a wife for adultery is, out of consideration for the family honour made conditional on the husband’s denunciation’. The state could not pursue a case without a husband’s authorization. Again, in Abu Tig in 1905, the court stated that ‘in making criminal proceedings for adultery against the wife depend on the husband’s denunciation, the law has in view the protection of the family honour.’ The courts found that if by law a husband could stop the execution of a wife’s sentence of adultery from being carried out, he could also stop the prosecution; the acquittal, however, could not be subsequently reversed. Moreover, he did not have to consent to take back his wife in order to stop the execution of the sentence. Nor did he have to divorce her, a significant difference from the ‘honour divorce’ stipulated under sixteenth-century Ottoman law or the shari'a punishments.

The new laws on adultery seemed to favour Turkish and Western notions of the husband’s honour rather than Arab agnatic claims. This should not be surprising as many of the Egyptian jurists instrumental in framing the new laws were of the Ottoman-Egyptian elite and drew on European codes. It is also consistent with attempts from turn-of-the-century to strengthen conjugal ties at the expense of agnatic ones and create a new model for the Egyptian family, although how successful was the shift from agnatic to conjugal bonds remained to be seen. The Egyptians also moved closer to the French ideal of crime of passion when in 1937 they allowed reductions in a husband’s penalty for murder if he caught and killed his wife ‘in the heat of the moment’. Under Mehmed Ali’s code he had gone free, but the state, while understanding the impulse, no longer tolerated such liberties. Other Arab states also excused agnatic relatives who killed adulterous women; Egypt gave this benefit only to the husband.

A husband could choose whether to press adultery charges against a wayward wife, but a rape victim could no longer bring her attacker to court on her own as she might have in earlier Ottoman-Egyptian courts. Under the new laws, the police investigated the crimes and with state officials decided whether to try them; a victim might only press for compensation after a criminal conviction. In theory, the new laws were meant to ‘establish standardization and eliminate abuses involving differences in estimation of punishment, thereby rationalizing the system and making it more equitable for all’, writes Amira Sonbol. In practice, she argues, this was not
the case, with new laws introducing differences based on class and gender, focusing on the actions of the victim rather than the rapist and turning the police into a 'buffer' that blocked women from bringing their cases to court. Meanwhile, turn-of-the-century critics attacked the light sentences handed down for 'thieves of honour' in the press.

British attempts to dislodge French-influenced law, and in 1919 to replace the Penal Code with one closer to British law, met with little success. The code next faced a major revision in 1937, when it was extended to foreigners and considered the spread of the media as well. One new article to appear increased the penalty of imprisonment plus fine for libels against family honour, treating harshly those libels that appeared in the press. The state continued to try to have issues of honour settled in courts under their jurisdiction rather than through extra-legal means or violence, over which it strove to have a monopoly. Further additions and updates were made to the code. In 1949 after the web of the Capitulations was removed, prostitution became illegal, and the state moved to prosecute a group seen by society as the most dishonourable but who had been hitherto protected. In recent decades, the code grouped together a set of sexual crimes – including rape, adultery, and prostitution – under the rubric *jara'im al-'ird* (crimes of honour).

The state extended its jurisdiction in criminal matters, including those related to questions of sexuality and honour, issuing new penal codes. Yet codes by themselves were not enough. Different branches of the government were called upon, or developed, in the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to help enforce the new statutes. Since questions of family honour ultimately turned on the question of a girl's virginity, the state occasionally called upon its own medical specialists for assistance. In short, just as the legal profession put its talents to use in drafting legislation pertaining to issues of family honour, the medical profession contributed its expertise.

Mehmed Ali had built a large army to help realize his imperial ambitions and brought in foreign medical experts to keep that army healthy. His medical adviser, the French physician Clot Bey, soon discovered that he could not combat the venereal disease ravaging the troops without training a core of female professionals who could examine women for signs of infection. He therefore started a School of Midwives, whose story has been told elsewhere. The graduates had multiple responsibilities: inoculating against disease, delivering babies, recording births, and certifying deaths. They provided public health services to people, helping the state to collect information about the population in the process. They were often attached to police stations as well as medical clinics, and as specialists in female anatomy, one of their lesser-known roles was to examine a girl's hymen in cases of suspicion to determine if she was a virgin.

The half-dozen stories from the 1860s and 1870s described by Khaled Fahmy follow a general pattern: a girl who escapes from her home or place of work is reported missing and upon being found by a male relative or state official is taken to the police station or urban health clinic for an examination. In most of the cases Fahmy discussed, the state was not content to leave the matter in the hands of the family for resolution. If the girls were found 'deflowered', they faced the jurisdiction
of both shari'a and state courts, with the latter increasingly overriding the authority of the former. In one story, a maid who fled the house of her employer was found to be ‘deflowered’; she claimed she was raped but confessed that she had visited the alleged rapist twice afterwards. The religious court found the couple guilty of adultery and sentenced them to corporal punishment. The Higher Court to which the case was forwarded revised the sentence to six months in prison for her and six months of hard labour for him. Even when the couple agreed to marry in cases such as these, the police still pressed forward towards a trial.50 ‘What these cases show is that instead of liberating women, the state was beginning to police female “decency” and sexuality, taking over these functions from fathers, brothers, and families’, argues Fahmy. ‘A girl’s loss of her virginity... was an act that undermined the authority of the state and its ability to maintain urban security.’51

Yet this trend was not new. The early Islamic states policed female sexuality, and the Ottoman state also took a keen interest in this domain, with laws stipulating dress and other behaviour. The main innovation was that the Ottoman-Egyptian state now mobilized modern legal, medical, forensic, and other resources. Those actors who made up the state did this so as not to cede this domain to fathers, brothers, uncles, cousins, or religious authorities and in order to facilitate and legitimize expansion. State intervention could work to soften the punishment that family members or religious courts would have meted out or could have had the opposite effect in the absence of institutional flexibility. Yet state officials never challenged the centrality of female virginity. On the contrary, by enshrining the notion of family honour in penal codes and checking a girl’s condition, the state sanctified and solidified its importance.

The medical profession provided the necessary tools to those who policed female sexuality, thus helping further to shore up the notion of family honour. As practitioners with Western education rather than midwives with little formal training, they threw the weight of science behind their findings. That the business of checking hymens continued and spread is suggested by ‘oral histories’ captured in narrative ballads. Produced by professional and semi-professional singers and performed at festive occasions and sometimes printed, this colloquial form expressed the outlook and practices of the rural popular classes. The ballad of ‘Hasan and Na’ima’, recorded by Pierre Cachia, tells the story of an honour crime set in 1949 in al-Manshiyya. According to the ballad, Na’ima loved the singer Hasan, who had asked for her hand, but she was forbidden to marry him by her father. She fled to his house in a neighbouring village; not wanting to dishonour her, Hasan spent his days in the cafe and nights in the guesthouse outside. When her father came to take her back home, Hasan sought to prove his proper intentions:

He said: ‘As for Naeema, she is with us, well guarded in our house’.
He rushed out to the police post and brought back two – an officer and a doctor.
They examined Naeema and found her intact in honour and status.52

Writing in the 1970s, Nawal Sa’dawi criticized her medical colleagues for their complicity in checking hymens, which she said was a dubious enterprise in any case given the numbers of elastic or easily torn hymens.53 To add a twist, physicians began performing operations to reconstruct hymens to give the appearance that a girl was a
In the words of a female character from the 1990s film ‘Oh Life, You Are My Love’ – ‘The days are over when a girl’s honour was like a matchstick, it could only burn once [a reference to a popular proverb]…. Now it’s like a lighter, you click it on and it burns, you click it again and it burns’.55

Physicians had attempted to broaden their role in policing family honour further in 1930. At that time a bill was presented to the Chamber of Deputies making it obligatory for persons intending to marry to produce a certificate of good health based on a blood test verifying that they had no contagious sexual disease. Although a significant proportion of sexual diseases were inherited, a negative blood test, like a torn hymen, might have been taken as one more proof of illicit sexual activity. For a variety of reasons, that bill was voted down.56 But given legal justification under the new penal codes and the eagerness of the medical profession to comply, the state encroached in domains where earlier it had not ventured, shoring up notions of virginity and honour.

After the British occupation of 1882, incoming colonial officers vied with the old Ottoman-Egyptian elite for control of the state and battled over the issue of public security. Having ceded control of foreign and financial affairs to British advisers, prime ministers in Egypt were determined to hold on to the ministries of interior and justice and to expand state authority in those areas. In earlier decades, the Ottoman-Egyptian state had tightened its hold over public security in urban centres, but provincial officials still had great autonomy in dealing with crime in the countryside. Prime ministers devised regional Commissions on Brigandage free of British interference to deal with a problem they seem to have invented – an ‘epidemic of banditry’ that swept the countryside in the late nineteenth century – but the plan backfired. Pointing to the severe methods of the Commissions, the British promised law and order and took over the ministry of interior in 1894. The British adviser then began to reshape the department: rebuilding the police forces, assigning British inspectors to the provinces, remaking the prison system, and setting aside positions in the upper ranks for his compatriots. Among the flood of British employees in that department, British medico-legal experts, and especially forensic specialists, came to Egypt to use it as a training ground.57

The British continued to argue that their ability to keep law and order justified their presence in Egypt. Having tackled brigandry, they looked for other security problems and identified honour as one of the most common motives for murder: ‘The Bedouins, and the inhabitants of Upper Egypt, very generally hold the opinion that it is not only excusable, but imperative, upon father, brother, or husband to take the law into his own hands when any question arises affecting the honour of the women of the family’, wrote Cromer in 1901.58 To Cromer and colonial officials, the problem here was not so much the notion of family honour as the act of taking the law into their own hands. Sir Thomas Russell Pasha, who from 1902 to 1946 served in different capacities in the ministry of interior including head of the Cairo Police Department, wrote of ‘the peasant’ that ‘he almost welcomes an affront so as to demonstrate to the world his manliness in avenging it. By his code, vengeance must come from himself…[T]he murder or rape of one of his family might be considered a legitimate excuse.’59 But the modern state could not permit competitors to dispense justice. Guilty parties had to be found and prosecuted when crimes occurred.
Yet just how many crimes broadly relating to ‘honour’ occurred? Keeping statistics on crime was by itself an important dimension of colonial control. That is, even if the state could not contain or reduce homicide, at least it could count and categorize it. ‘In view of the undue prevalence of the crime of murder in this country and of the fact that the authorities have, so far, failed to effect its diminution, a careful analysis has been made of the causes and motives which led to the commission of this class of offence during 1912’, wrote Kitchener. Figures were given for eight southern provinces, including Asyut, which had the highest rate of crime among all provinces. Feuds and revenges were responsible for 193 murders and 168 attempted murders, followed by ‘questions of women’ for 101 murders and 33 attempted murders. Sixty Fourteen years later, in 1928, the total number of reported murders in Egypt was 1,258. Of these, 461 were attributed to enmities, 110 to vengeance, and 244 to ‘preventing disgrace for indecent relations or illegitimate pregnancy’, a figure which apparently included 169 murders of illegitimate children.

If a torn hymen was one tell-tale sign of ‘dishonour’, the pregnancy of an unmarried woman was another. Some unwed mothers went to term and then had the infant killed; others had their pregnancies aborted. In the early nineteenth century, abortion in the first trimester had been a religiously tolerated practice carried out by midwives. By the twentieth century, the police kept a closer eye on abortions: when in 1911 a six-month-old fetus was discovered outside the home of a Cairene pasha, his unmarried daughter became the target of a police inquiry. An Egyptian lawyer practising in the interwar period reported that ‘when medico-legal experts are enquiring into criminal cases of procuring abortion in the villages, they search for traces of “mulukhiya”’, for villagers believed that the stalks were a means of aborting unwanted pregnancies. The state also counted abortions: in 1917, for example, 104 abortions were performed at seven provincial maternity homes in circumstances that are not clear. Some of these pregnancies might well have been the result of rapes, which the police also strove to count, but which in Egypt as elsewhere were significantly underreported. In Cairo, for the decade from 1923 to 1933, the number of reported rapes per year never exceeded fifteen. Rape and indecent assault for the last two years of the 1920s in Egypt altogether was 303 and 342 respectively.

The ‘success rates’ in crimes motivated by ‘questions of women’ or ‘disgrace’ were much higher than in feud or vengeance killings: 75 per cent versus 53 per cent in 1912 and 95 per cent versus 50 per cent in 1928. Women (and children born outside wedlock) were hunted down effectively. And although guns were increasingly used in crimes (58 per cent in 1928), anecdotal evidence suggests that women often faced other instruments – knives, daggers, axes, rocks – that would draw blood. The categories deployed by statisticians shifted over the years: feuds or enmities, revenge or vengeance, and ‘questions of women’ or ‘disgrace’ were all broadly related to honour. Moreover, homicide statistics do not include deaths by ‘accident’ or suicides by fire, poison, or drowning that might also have been related. The state sought to stop blood feuds, launching arbitration councils and imposing harsh penalties, with mixed success. Still, the percentage of murders motivated by feuds or revenge had diminished compared to those targeting women, and over the decades, honour killings came to mean murders of women. Crimes of honour may not have increased in incidence but they were increasingly reported.
The statistics do not convey how an individual crime might have been carried out and viewed. Some of the details of one of the most famous Egyptian crimes of honour may have supposedly been preserved in the narrative ballad of Shafiqa and Mitwalli (also portrayed on stage and in film). The ballad exists in ‘countless versions’, according to Cachia, who collected various texts.70 One singer told Cachia that the original text was his ‘because I went in person to the place where it all happened. I sat in the very café where Mitwalli sat’.71 Yet inconsistencies appear even within a single ballad, which singers generally memorize (a great feat given their length) but to which they occasionally add improvisation.

Still, the general outline of an event set in 1925 in Upper Egypt as well as popular reaction to it can be gleaned from the texts.72 Mitwalli and Shafiqa were siblings raised in Girga. Mitwalli was drafted into the army, where he quickly rose from private to regimental sergeant-major, earning four stripes and given the responsibility of training some thirty men. One day he disciplined a man, who in turn announced that he had been with Mitwalli’s sister in the prostitutes’ quarter of Asyut, producing a photograph as proof. Mitwalli immediately ran to his commander to ask for leave, and the latter, understanding ‘the signs’ and Mitwalli’s intentions, granted his request. Mitwalli then travelled by train to his village, where he learned that his sister had left home.

Of Shafiqa we learn only that she had been seduced by the son of the village mayor; that the woman who helped abort her pregnancy encouraged her to become a prostitute; and that she moved to Asyut where she registered to get a licence. Mitwalli disguised himself and went to a bar, or café, near the house where his sister worked. He, or his friends, got Shafiqa drunk, and she passed out in her apartment. At dawn:

He went for a bayonet he had brought with him from the Army.
With his hand on the girl, he slit her throat, dragging her to extinction – the [right] abode for her.
He kept cutting off her flesh and throwing [it] from the balcony,
Saying: ‘We have folded shame (‘ar) away! No longer can the deviant deride us . . . .
Have meat for nothing, dogs of Asyut!’73

When the government investigator arrived, Mitwalli showed his army uniform and called for his battalion to come. His commander came with the military band ‘playing in honour of the lion’.74 In his defence, Mitwalli spoke of the shame which he had to uproot. After deliberations at which Mitwalli’s commander sat, the judge pronounced a verdict of not guilty: ‘You have honoured Girga, and illumined protective men’.75

The ballad celebrates Mitwalli and the honour he sought to defend, making of the tale a classic crime of honour. But there are elements that reflect a particular time and place. Mitwalli was drafted into the Egyptian army; a practice of conscripting peasants started only in the nineteenth century under Mehmed Ali. There a recruit shows him a picture of his sister: photography came to Egypt in the mid-nineteenth century but only became popular among the poorer classes in the early twentieth century.76 Mitwalli returns home from the army by the modern transport of train to find Shafiqa. Her absence had been reported to the Department of Investigations,
a branch probably established only under British rule, and she worked openly as a state-licensed prostitute – again a British scheme. There are numerous state actors who appear in this story, including an investigator and judge. The latter declares Mitwalli not guilty, though Cachia claims that Mitwalli was indeed imprisoned, but probably for only a brief period.77

How credible is this story? The interwar press carried similar stories of the killings of prostitutes by relatives: On the morning of 11 February 1930, a prostitute was murdered in a Cairene quarter. Khadija Abu Zayd had married her paternal uncle's son, a 30-year-old worker from the village of al-Zawiyya near Asyut, but subsequently left him. He traced her to a brothel in Cairo, where, after failing to persuade her to return home and receiving no help from the police, he staked out her street with the help of an uncle and another relative (who happened to be a policeman). When Khadija left her house, they fell upon her: the cousin-husband stabbed her with his dagger, ripping her body apart ‘to avenge his dignity (sharafih) and his honour (‘irdihi), which she had abused’ in the words of the reporter from an Arabic weekly. The uncle was witnessed ‘drinking her blood’ in order to ‘satisfy his thirst for revenge’, and the police subsequently arrested the trio.78 Half a year later, in the middle of the night of 7 October 1930, Muhammad Bakhit entered the residence of Fatima Muhammad in Cairo in the same quarter and stabbed her repeatedly with a large knife in the throat and chest. The assailant – her paternal uncle – was arrested and confessed that he committed the crime, in the words of the reporter from the Arabic weekly, ‘to eradicate the shame (‘ar) the woman had caused him’.79

State officials prosecuted these crimes when they could apprehend the perpetrators and produce sufficient evidence. Police officers and Parquet officials were meant to cooperate in the investigation. When the body of a woman who had been killed by a blow to the head was found on a hill in old Cairo on 14 July 1933, forensics determined that the weapon was an axe. The woman was identified in police reports as ‘a widow of loose morals’ killed by a cousin ‘owing to her bad conduct’. He was sentenced to seven years in prison.80 Sentences were at the discretion of the judge, who might have been sympathetic to the motive of injured honour and unsympathetic to a prostitute or ‘loose’ woman. Cachia, who grew up in interwar Suhaj, remembered five years as a standard sentence. He and Afaf Lutfi al-Sayyid Marsot, who grew up in Cairo, both report that musical bands and rejoicing often greeted the released convict. Cachia also remembered one case in which an innocent girl who had been stabbed by her brother confessed to illicit sex in order to tighten his motive and lessen his sentence for assault.81

Not all honour crimes unfolded according to the prescribed script. In some the offended male relative did not succeed in mortally wounding the girl; in others the man refused to play the masculine role of defender of family honour. In 1938 the corpse of the carter Muhammad Ahmad Isma’il, a native of Upper Egypt, was found in a vacant lot in Cairo. Investigators arrested six male relatives who had murdered him when he would not agree to kill his wife ‘on account of her loose morals’. A second man, a relative of both the wife and first victim who had tried to prevent the crime, was also found stabbed to death.82
Sometimes the man rather than the woman was killed, particularly if he was perceived to be of an inferior class. A Coptic petitioner to British authorities claimed that his brother, a carpenter on the Egyptian State Railways in Suhaj, was killed in November 1909 after being wrongly accused of impregnating the daughter of the station master. The latter, he wrote, paid brigands some thirty pounds to commit the murder and then used his connections with the police and prosecutor to have his name dropped from the case. In the meantime, he sent his daughter to Asyut and on to Cairo to hide, would not let medical officials examine her, and escaped without punishment for his role in instigating the murder. In the ballad of Hasan and Na’ima mentioned earlier and supposedly based on a crime that took place forty years after this one, the errant daughter also escaped retribution. After Na’ima’s father brought her home from Hasan’s house, villagers incited him to avenge his honour (in spite of the physician’s verification that his daughter was still a virgin). He gave two of the singer’s acquaintances thirty pounds (apparently the going rate for a hit) to kill him. Although Hasan came from a landed family, he had chosen the lowly profession of singing. Yet in this case, the state proved more effective in uncovering the conspiracy: a detective in the Department of Investigations donned women’s dress and enticed Na’ima to confess the story. The judge sentenced the two hired killers to twenty-five years in jail, the son to fifteen years’ hard labour, and the father to ten years in prison.

By the 1940s when this crime supposedly took place, murders in general had increased in Egypt. At the same time, the judicial process had slowed to the point that sometimes one to two years or even more elapsed between the arrest of the accused and the trial. ‘Another result of these months of delay in procedure is that the blood relations of the murdered man, unwilling enough in any case to accept Government justice, are driven, for the sake of family honour, to take vengeance into their own hands and kill back in return’, wrote Russell Pasha, then chief of the Cairo Police, in 1945.

While balladeers celebrated honour – and honour crimes proved the ‘most popular theme of all’ in these songs – dramatists and novelists began to approach the subject more critically. Mahmud Taymur’s colloquial play al-Hawiya (The Precipice), which was staged in 1921 to ‘considerable success’, takes up the theme. In the play, the husband becomes addicted to cocaine and neglects his wife, who almost has an affair with one of his best friends; she pulls back from the ‘precipice’, holds her husband responsible for the near catastrophe, and challenges the double standard of behaviour for men and women.

Customary law placed a premium on a girl’s virginity: her sexual purity became a litmus test for the honour of all male agnates. When the code operated as part of a tribal system, checks and balances existed to protect the girl and find mediated solutions to the problem, most often through marriage. Crimes of honour – the murder of a girl who engaged in illicit sexual activity – existed as a last resort to control female sexuality. Yet as tribes settled, customary law became imbedded in peasant society with new permutations. When peasants migrated to cities, they entered a world in which the potential for contact with the opposite sex and for
violations of modesty and propriety was much greater. The code of honour lived on and underwent numerous variations along the way.

Honour had once been more directly tied to valour and manliness, but as the avenues in which a man could express his masculinity diminished—his weapons confiscated and his lands stripped away—the main repository of his honour became a woman’s body. Other factors changed along the way: modern medicine made it possible to both verify virginity and ‘fix’ it. Women, who had generally been the victims of crimes of honour, also became occasional perpetrators.88 And the state—the defender and avenger of family honour—used violations of honour, particularly rape, to intimidate its enemies.89

From the time of Mehmed Ali, the Ottoman-Egyptian state attempted to take over the policing and prosecuting of violations of honour and honour killings, becoming the main guardian of family honour. At this stage, controlling female sexuality was not yet a nationalist project. Rather it was part of a bid by a provincial governor to build a state-within-a-state with its own army, codified legal system, medical support, and police apparatus that he could pass on to his descendants. Yet the Ottoman-Egyptian state and its colonial successor extended its tentacles with mixed results. State justice was never as swift as customary law, whose main vestige was the code of honour. State legislators, medical officers, forensic specialists, police, prosecutors, and judges increasingly intervened in family affairs to enforce new penal codes. Crimes of honour continued to occur, and often the best officials could do was to count and categorize murders, rapes, and other violations. This increased their power, or the perception of their power, but did little to protect women.

To be sure, the state had not sought to challenge the notion of family honour but rather had hoped to play the role of the guardian and enforcer. The actions of the state and those of the nationalists who emerged in the late nineteenth century should be seen as going hand-in-hand. Nationalists who built a concept of national honour upon the ideal of family honour to rally support had no incentive in waging an assault on family honour. Nationalists and the elites who ran the state sought the backing of conservative sectors of the population for whom sexual purity remained an important value. While nationalists also put women’s progress at the heart of their agenda, at least rhetorically as a sign of their modernity, women’s progress did not imply promiscuity and had to be policed. Family honour as an idea and set of practices was thus reinforced by state interventions in law, medicine, and criminology in the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century, with nationalists lending their support from the late nineteenth century. The state and the nationalists colluded in this process, particularly when the nationalists came to control the state, but the collusion followed distinct paths.

Activists have challenged the linkage of honour and female sexuality, but they do so at great personal risk. Criticism of crimes of honour calls their own ‘honour’ into question, and they must imaginatively devise strategies to avoid this trap, taking care that the strategies used do not set future traps. Challenges to crimes of honour unleash a fear that female promiscuity will spiral out of control, threatening to un hinge the whole notion of honour and with it the social ties and shared obligations it represents. They are thus seen as attacks on national loyalty, cultural authenticity, religious authority, and/or state sovereignty.
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